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now we have the passwordhash values, which are the actual hashed passwords, we can run the
sqlmap command --sqlmapvulntest:hashcat --tables userinfo --dbs scanme to crack all the

hashed passwords stored in the database. this will take a little time and patience, but the end
result will be a list of all the usernames and the associated passwords of users stored in the

database. once we have found the email column, we can then search for any email addresses
that match the database. to do this, we can use the same command we used to search for the

email column of the userinfo table, but we would just specify the email column instead of email.
so, to perform this step, we can run the sqlmap command --tables userinfo --dbs scanme

--columns email and then search for the email address that was returned in the results. the email
address we will search for will be the username we have created in the userinfo table. since we
can specify multiple columns in our query, we can include the username along with the email

address. so, to find all the usernames in the database that match email addresses in the
usernames table, we can run the following sqlmap command: wefatch is a well known and well

respected payment platform in a number of countries, but the full extent of its data security isnt
always well known. on 24 may 2016, hackers claiming to be members of the wefatch team

posted just over 1.1 million username and password credentials (encoded into a base64 format)
onto the russian hacker forum, the hacker news. on 23 january 2017, a hacker going by the

name of wefatchninja was selling the credentials of wefatch users for around 20 bitcoin,
equivalent to around $20,000.
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last, but certainly not least on the top list, is the sony playstation network. the hack occurred on may
3rd, 2011 and saw a comprehensive data breach exposing personal information such as user names,
birth dates, email addresses, and passwords of users who accessed the network between august 20,
2006 and april 20, 2011. the breach was discovered by a hacker called “lizard squad” who posted a

video claiming responsibility on youtube and boasted that the stolen data could be used to steal
money from users. the company did not disclose the number of compromised users in its initial

announcement of the breach, but it was widely reported that roughly 77 million people had their
data stolen during the attack. although the hack was carried out by an individual hacking group,

lizard squad, sony did not bother to notify users until the group posted a video claiming
responsibility on youtube. while the group claimed to have made a profit of $6,000 from the stolen
data, sony has yet to reveal if it intends to press charges against the hackers. it seems that data

breaches are not the only problem that sony faces. the company has also had to deal with the non-
stop hacking of its playstation network servers, a problem that goes back to march of 2014. the
hackers gained access to the servers and took control of a network of over 100,000 servers that

handled the playstation network and sony online entertainment. in late september 2015, the hackers
returned, and they began a new wave of attacks that lasted almost six months. this time around, the
hackers gained access to sony’s network operations center in el segundo, california, and they were

able to take over many of the company’s servers. 5ec8ef588b
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